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Abstract—Clinical pathways define the essential component of
the complex care process, with the objective to optimize patient
outcomes and resource allocation. Clinical pathway analysis has
gained increasing attention in order to automate the patient
treatment process. In this demonstration paper, we propose
Pathway-Finder, an interactive recommender system to visually explore and discover clinical pathways. The interactive
web-service efficiently collects patient information that is necessary for designing an effective personalized treatment plan.
Pathway-Finder implements a Bayesian Network to discover
causal relationships among different factors. Additionally, the
system implements a big-data infrastructure using Spark that
is hosted as a HDinsight cluster on Microsoft Azure for Research
platform to support real-time recommendation and visualization.
We demonstrate Pathway-Finder to interactively recommend
personalized interventions to minimize 30-day readmission risk
for Heart Failure (HF).

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Clinical pathways are widely used by hospitals for automating and managing patient treatment process. Effective
clinical pathway analysis captures best clinical practices that
contribute to satisfactory outcome, such as length of stay of
each patient [1], [2]. The development of clinical pathways is
a time-consuming process, requiring the collaborations among
physicians, nurses and staffs in a hospital. On the other hand,
the execution of clinical pathways needs to be adaptive to
support clinician’s information needs and to accommodate
individual differences of each patient. Usually, when a new
patient is admitted to a hospital, little information is known
about the patient and numerous questions can be asked of
the patient. In order to use the limited amount of visit time
wisely1 , clinicians need to acquire necessary information about
the patient in a timely manner to inform treatment plans and
develop clinical pathways.
We develop Pathway-Finder, a novel interactive recommender system for clinical pathways analysis, to identify and gather necessary information for supporting clinical decision making and to recommend appropriate interventions that can lead to improved care quality. The proposed interactive system enables the user to enter factors
and visualize the connections between patient demographic
characteristics, disease conditions(comorbidities or diagnoses),
possible interventions, and the targeted clinical outcome.
Pathway-Finder is an information system and clinical
decision support system that helps clinicians to indicate which
1 The

average visit duration with physicians less than 20 minutes [3].

relevant information is needed to provide quality care experience. Pathway-Finder informs clinicians what are
the necessary information to gather in order to improve the
outcome of the care. In this demonstration, we use a heart
failure cohort provided in [4] to minimize the 30-day risk of
readmission for Heart Failure (the targeted outcome). However,
the system is flexible enough to adjust to any user specified
clinical condition and the outcome of interest.
The contributions of Pathway-Finder are as follows:
•

First, the system provides interactive discovery and
exploration of clinical pathways analysis;

•

Second, the system iteratively collects necessary patient information that drive the development of treatment plan;

•

Third, the system visualizes the trace and predicted
outcome of a patient, supporting personalized intervention recommendation;

•

Last, the system implements a big-data infrastructure
using Spark that is hosted as a HDinsight cluster on
Microsoft Azure for Research platform, supporting
speedy real-time interactive visualization.

The modeling and the solution relies on learning the
structure and the probability distribution of a Bayesian Network [5] from the available patient data. As the number of
attributes (or attribute values) increases, the Bayesian Network
grows in size, resulting in exponential number of look ups to
perform in order to recommend interventions. To recommend
interventions real time, the system, therefore, makes use of
a distributed solution by developing a scalable cloud-based
infrastructure hosted on Windows Azure for Research.
Section II describes the technical specifications of our
proposed system. Pathway-Finder uses Bayesian Network
learning for offline computation (Section II-A) and provide
a scalable key-value structure to store exponential number
of conditional probabilities to support online real-time factor
retrieval for the visualization (Section II-B). Section III demonstrates the four stages of Pathway-Finder with a basic use
case. We conclude the paper in Section V.
II.

T ECHNICAL S PECIFICATIONS : S YSTEM OVERVIEW

Pathway-Finder is a cloud based web-service hosted
on Microsoft Azure for Research platform. The objective is
to interactively discover more about the user health conditions

and adaptively recommend care-pathways to minimize her 30day readmission risk for heart failure. The majority of the
proposed system components in this demonstration are precomputed and stored to increase the speed of the application.
Figure-1 provides the overview of the system that comprises
of offline and online layer. The UI enlists simple sociodemographic factors and the user selects respective values for
those from the drop-down. After that, the system alternatively
suggests a set of diagnoses and interventions (utilities and
procedures) to the user and then she/he selects some of them.
In Section II-A we describe the offline computations, and
Section II-B is used to describe the computations that take
place, once the user start interacting with the system.
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Fig. 1: Architectural Overview of Pathway-Finder
A. Offline Computation
The offline computation is performed using two modules.
(a) Bayesian Network Learning Module, and (b) Key Value
Storage Module. We describe these two modules next.
(a) Bayesian Network Learning Module: At the heart of
the system Pathway-Finder, there exists an intervention
recommendation module which is mostly designed offline. The
objective of this module is “discover” the causal relationship
between different factors (or attributes) related to heart failure
readmission and how their interplay impacts the readmission
risk. We briefly describe our solutions next.
A hierarchical Bayesian network effectively depicts
the causal relationships between the factors and how their
interplay relates to lowering the heart failure readmission
risk. Thus, we model the intervention recommendation
as a network learning task using the Bayesian network
learning principles. For structure learning, our designed
solution appropriately adapts Constraint Based Bayesian
Network Learning algorithm [6], [7], Score Based Learning
Algorithm [8] and Hybrid Algorithm [9] that combines
both Constrained based and Score based approaches. Once
the structure is defined, we use parameter learning [10],
[11] techniques to learn the probability distribution at each
node. In our implementation, we use Bayesian Parameter
Estimation [12] to learn the parameter θ. The created
probability distributions will go through the Probability
Storage Module after that.
(b) Probability Distribution Storage Module: In this
section, we present methods to transform the exponential
number of conditional probabilities learned from Bayesian

Networks (Section II-A) to create a scalable storage module
for efficient retrieval.
For the simplicity of exposition, imagine that a Bayesian
Network has learned that “Gender” (M/F) and “Race” (imagine
“Caucasian” and “Pacific Islanders” are two possible race
values) has causal relationship with “Heart Failure (HF)”. The
task is to store the probability distribution function (Pdf in
short) of each of these three nodes in a distributed key-value
store. The keys are multiple set of composite keys consisting of
the minimum number of combination of the attributes required
to maintain the uniqueness and have a cascading relationship
with each other. The value are the probability of getting
diagnoses, given key and the rest of the attributes. For our
example above, the first set of keys are the two “Gender”
values with rest of the attribute combinations as the value (such
as, P r(HF |M, Caucasian), P r(HF |M, P acif icIslander)
(similarly for females). The second set of keys will be for
different (“Gender”, “Race”) combinations and the values are
the probabilities of HF given the keys. The distributed keyvalue store is built on top of a big data stack like Spark [13].
This stack is hosted as a HDinsight cluster on Azure.
B. Online Computation
The online layer is designed with three modules that are
described next.
(a) User Input: The interface accepts simple sociodemographic attribute values from the user as it is shown
in stage-1 of Figure 3a. After that, the two other modules,
iteratively interact with the user.
(b) Probability Distribution Lookup Module: This module is invoked multiple times to do look up either for the
diagnoses or for the interventions. Based on the user input, the
search goes inside the Probability Distribution Lookup Module
to retrieve either the diagnoses or the interventions that the user
is most likely to have.
The look up from the distributed key-value store checks if
the key is present in the store or not. Based on the user input,
various combinations of keys are formed. Once the conditional
probability for all possible diagnoses as entered by user have
been looked up, the intervention will be recommended for the
diagnosis with the highest probability. For example, if a user
enters “Gender=M”,and “Race = Caucasian”, then the first
look up is on “Gender”. The second look up is on “Gender”
and “Race”, both. The lookup continues until the conditional
probability for the diagnoses are retrieved as shown in the
Figure-2. If the key is not present in the store, then based
on the user’s input the most similar key-value pair will be
retrieved.
Key$Value$store$for$Gender$
M:$P(M),$Loca>on$of$store$for$Race$
Key$Value$store$for$Race$
Gender=M,$Race:$Caucasian$P(Caucasian),$Loca>on$of$
store$for$M,$HF$
Key$Value$store$for$diagnosis$HF$
Diagnoses=HF,$P(HF$|$Gender=M,$Race=Caucasian)$

Fig. 2: Distributed Key-Value Lookup on Spark

For the above example, imagine there are 5 diagnoses/comorbidities (DX1,DX2,DX3,DX4,DX5) that the user
may have and Pathway-Finder wants to suggest the top-3
likely ones to the user. For this, the call comes to this module
to compute the following 5 probabilities.
P r(DX1|Gender
P r(DX2|Gender
P r(DX3|Gender
P r(DX4|Gender
P r(DX5|Gender

= ”M ” and Race = ”Caucasian”)
= ”M ” and Race = ”Caucasian”)
= ”M ” and Race = ”Caucasian”)
= ”M ” and Race = ”Caucasian”)
= ”M ” and Race = ”Caucasian”)

The module ranks all the diagnoses/comorbidities based on
individual probabilities and suggests top 3 highest diagnoses
as most likely to investigate as described next.
(c) Interactive Exploration/Recommendation module:
There is an iterative interaction between this module and the
lookup module. Based on the user selected values so far, the
system iteratively suggests more interventions or discovers
more diagnoses for her, until one of the stopping conditions
is reached. For the example scenario, out of three diagnoses
(imagine those are DX2, DX4, DX5) that are suggested to
the user, she only selects DX4. Then, based on that the most
appropriate set of interventions (let us say top-3) is selected to
her (by making a call to the look up module) to retrieve the
interventions that minimizes her readmission risk the most.
III.

S YSTEM D EMONSTRATION

In this section we demonstrate the four stages of
Pathway-Finder: 1) Initial input collection; 2) Comorbidities exploration; 3) Intervention recommendation; 4) Outcome
prediction and intervention adjustment loop. Figure 3 presents
the progress of each stage. We believe that the system is useful
to the patients, as well as to the clinicians and physicians.
The system is showcased using State Inpatient Databases
(SID)2 of Washington State of year 2010 and 2011. The
HF cohort contains 3,908 distinct diagnosis codes and 2,049
procedure codes and total of 119,988 patient records.
A. Initial Input Collection
At the first stage, we collect preliminary information from
user’s input in an interactive way. We collect the patients’
basic information first. Pathway-Finder proceeds with
the limited information provided by the user, displaying associated comorbidities from the learned Bayesian Networks
described in Section II. For example, as shown in Figure 3a,
a user provides her age(=70-74), gender(=Female), ethnic
group(=African American) which are orange circles, leaving
the others blank. Provided with the preliminary inputs, the
network is expanded with a set of corresponding diagnosis/comorbidities, which are Anemia, Congestive Heart Failure,
Renal Failure, and Hypertension. The thickness of the links
between factor nodes implies the probabilities of one factor
leading to the other. The thicker they are, the stronger the
connections. The user can interact with the form or directly
interact with the network by clicking on the nodes. After
clicking the “Submit” button, we enter the stage 2 of the
system.
2 http://www.hcup-us.ahrq.gov/sidoverview.jsp

B. Comorbidities Recommendations
At the second stage, the user can add diagnosis/comorbidities information. For example, as shown in Figure 3b, she clicks on the two circles that turn green: Congestive
Heart Failure and Renal Failure. Once the user click “Submit”
at this page, our system will show her the appropriate interventions based on all the information collected and other diagnosis
or comorbidities that could also appear for this specific patient.
In this case, the interventions we recommended are Blood
Processing, Echocardiograms, CT Scan, Cardiac Stress Test,
Emergency Room, and Physical Therapy (gray circles in Figure 3b). Meanwhile we encourage more inputs from users by
suggesting that the patient could also have Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD) and Fluid and Electrotype (Lytes)
Disorder. The additional suggestions were learned from our
data and can be used to improve the prediction accuracy
of our system. This stage is to assist clinicians to identify
the appropriate interventions and other diseases the patient of
interest might have.
C. Intervention Recommendations
At the third stage, a clinician can continue filling information about the patient and select appropriate interventions. In
our case, the clinician selects Echocardiograms, Cardiac Stress
Test, and Physical Therapy (the green circles in the third layer
in Figure 3c). On the other hand, she finds the patient actually
have Fluid and Electrotype (Lytes) Disorder, so she add this
new diagnosis the the network, which is the green circle in
the second layer. Based on all the user inputs in from the first
three stages, our system predicts the Readmission Risk of the
patient. As shown in Figure 3c, Pathway-Finder estimates
30% probability that the patient of interest will be readmitted.
D. Intervention Adjustment
At the last stage, Pathway-Finder allows clinicians
to adjust their intervention strategies to preview the impact
of the new treatment plan to the targeted outcome. In our
example shown in Figure 3d, the clinician adds CT Scan
and observed a reduced readmission risks to 17%. This stage
provides an iterative process to support a loop of discovery
between interventions and the targeted outcome.
IV.

D EMONSTRATION L OGISTICS

The URL for Pathway-Finder will be available before the beginning of ICDM conference. For the purpose of
demonstration at ICDM conference, we will provide a laptop
to access the system. We will require access to internet, a
table that is large enough to accommodate laptop and poster
board, and convenient access to power outlets for our laptop.
Currently, we are finalizing the implementation of the offline
layer of Pathway-Finder detailed in Section II-A. We are
in the process of implementing the big data store for the
online layer (as detailed in Section II-B). We expect the final
completion of the UI and the entire recommender system by
September 2014.
V.

C ONCLUSION

We
propose
an
interactive
system
called
Pathway-Finder, with the objective to visually
explore, discover, and recommend clinical pathways for

(a) Stage 1: Initial Input Collection

(b) Stage 2: Comorbidities Recommendation

(c) Stage 3: Intervention Recommendation

(d) Stage 4: Intervention Adjustment

Fig. 3: Screen Shots of Pathway-Finder

health conditions. We demonstrate Pathway-Finder
to interactively recommend interventions to minimize the
readmission risk due to Heart Failure (HF). At the heart of
Pathway-Finder, there exists a Bayesian Network that
learns the causal relationship among different factors and how
that contributes to HF readmission risk. Further novelty of
the system includes a distributed implementation using Spark
hosted on Microsoft Azure for Research Platform, which is
capable to perform real time lookup over the learned network
to interactively recommend interventions. Our demonstration
also involves a high dimensional real patient dataset with
hundreds and thousands of records and several hundreds of
factors. To the best of our knowledge, Pathway-Finder
is the first system that is empowered with the ability to
interactively recommend and explore pathways for different
clinical conditions.
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